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Model series Informatico-Master

Description Teacher’s desk

Model 3750

ID 51714

Length/Width/Height 160/80/76 cm

Weight 95 kg

for flat monitor under glass top.
total dimensions: 160/80/76 cm.
Worktop with integrated glass top: top thickness 2.4 cm, chipboard with 1 mm laminate coating 
on both sides, external edges of 5 mm thick softly rounded solid plastic.
Panel cut-out: 65/47 cm, with foil edge all around, glass top of safety glass, 647/467/6 mm, anti-
reflective on both sides, all edges thoroughly smoothed and polished, 4 polished round angles 
(radius 7 mm), glass top integrated (glued) flush into worktop surface through transparent silicon, 
in the top 2 synthetic cable jacks with cover Ø 6 cm, at the back below worktop a cable duct 40/40 
mm.
Keyboard tray: of coated chipboard, edges of 2 mm thick solid plastic and rounded, at the back 
with fangle strip, shelf approx. 66 cm wide, at the front mounted below worktop.
Desk framework: 4-base apron framework of powder coated square steel tube 40/40/2 mm, with 
height-adjustable floor gliders of plastic, cross aprons 30/20/2 mm.
Monitor holder: Swiveling plate made of coated chipboard, edges made of 2 mm thick solid 
plastic and rounded, inclination over an angle of 18 degrees adjustable in five steps, screen - 
mounting part made of powder coated sheet steel according to fastening standard VESA 75 and 
VESA 100, adjustable in depth by grid hole, swiveling plate and screen - mounting part mounted 
under the worktop in the the area of the glass plate.
Flat screen monitor (not included): Max. 24" screen diagonal, suitable for wall mounting.
Tower corpus: Below worktop on the right a tower corpus with revolving door, dimensions 
37.5/73/58.5 cm, of coated chipboard, edges of 2 mm thick solid plastic and rounded, 1 height-
adjustable shelf behind revolving door with metal bow handle and flush mounted cylinder locking 
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device, on the side 1 synthetic cable jack with cover Ø 6 cm, ventilation of tower corpus through 
relocated shelf position and aperture in the seating recess area.
Veneerings: In the lower desk part, beside tower corpus, shaped seating recess through a front 
and side privacy screen, privacy screen of coated chipboard, edges of 2 mm thick solid plastic and 
rounded.

Changes and errors reserved. Illustrations similar.
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